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A theoretical analysis is performed of the phenomenon of anisotropic
magnetic quenching of a positronium atom formed by polarized positrons
in noncubic crystals oriented with respect to an external magnetic field. An
initial polarization of positrons is shown to enhance an anisotropy of Ps mag-
netic quenching and to decrease the strength of magnetic field in which an
anisotropy is maximal. A maximal anisotropic effect has been estimated for
quasi-Ps in crystalline quartz and Ps complex in naphthalene single crystal.
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1. Introduction

Anisotropic hyperfine interactions of Ps in noncubic crystals were studied
theoretically in Refs. [1-3]. It was shown in [3] that anisotropic hyperfine coupling
of an electron and a positron in a Ps atom is appropriate not only to the Ps
complexes ("anomalous" Ps) in crystalline polymers [2, 4, 5] but also to quasi-Ps
(qPs, "normal' Ps) in noncubic inorganic crystals [6]. An anisotropy in the latter
can be caused by an effective quadrupole interaction of qPs. Such an interaction
was shown to lead, firstly, to the anisotropic splitting of the ground triplet level of
qPs, and, secondly, to the anisotropy of its magnetic quenching. In both cases the
magnitude of the anisotropy is proportional to an effective quadrupole constant of
qPs; its angular dependence is determined by the relative orientation of the crystal
and the direction of an external magnetic field [3]. Notice that the conclusion of
the anisotropic magnetic quenching is to equal extent valid both for the qPs states
in inorganic insulators with noncubic lattices and for the Ps complexes in organic
crystalline polymers since it is only based on the anisotropic hyperfine coupling of
an electron and a positron taking place in both cases.

In the present paper a numerical simulation of an anisotropic effect is per-
formed for qPs in crystalline quartz and Ps complex in naphthalene single crys-
tal, formed by polarized positrons. It is shown that an initial polarization (p) of
positrons can enhance the magnetic quenching anisotropy of Ps and reduce the
strength of magnetic field (B) in which the anisotropy is maximal.

(455)
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2. Magnetic quenching of positronium formed by polarized positrons
As is known [6, 7], an external magnetic field mixes the short-lived singlet

(para-) state of Ps with the long-lived m = 0-triplet (ortho-) state. As a result, the
lifetime of the mixed ortho-like state decreases with increasing the magnetic field
strength, the phenomenon known as magnetic quenching of ortho-Ps. Magnetic
quenching is experimentally manifested in the relative decrease in 3γ-annihilation
probability, enhancement of angular correlation of annihilation radiation (ACAR)
narrow component, and suppression of the long-lived component of Ps lifetime
spectrum [7, 8].

The fractions of ortho-like (F3) and para-like (Fl) Ps formed by polarized
positrons in an external magnetic field are [9]
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3. Anisotropic magnetic quenching of Ps in quartz and naphthalene
The magnetic quenching parameter for "normal Ps" in noncubic crystal is

of the form [3]: 	 .

where y 2 (ν, φ) = y2 [1+dφ(ν, φ)/2ω√1+x 2 ], Φ(ν, φ) = 3 cost²ν -1+η sin eν cos 2φ,
d = Qp s cozz is the effective quadrupole constant of Ps (Qp s is the effective quadru-
pole moment of Ps, φzz is the zz-component of the electric field gradient (EFG)
tensor in the centre-of-mass of the Ps atom), η  = (φ

zz-

 φyy )/φ
zz

 is the asym
metry parameter of the EFG tensor, ν and φ are the polar and lateral angles
characterizing the tilt of B with respect to the principal axes system of the EFG
tensor.

Quasi-Ps in crystalline quartz is reported to be delocalized [10-12]. There-
fore, it is natural to assume that η  = 0. Then the EFG tensor is axially symmetric
with the principal axis Z directed along the hexagonal a-axis of the quartz single
crystal. The anisotropy of the magnetic quenching of Ps (ACAR-experiment) is
determined by the difference Ε(ν = 0,p, B) -(ν = π/2, p, B) in this case [see
Eqs. (8), (10)]. This difference contains α = λ , t /)λ°t= ω/ωo, λpandd/ωoas
parameters accounting for an influence of medium on Ps in quartz. These pa-
rameters were obtained beforehand by fitting the ACAR experimental data for
the X-orientation of the quartz sample [10]. The results of the fit are α = 0.84
(in agreement with [11, 13]; see, however [14, 15]), λp  = (1.16 x 10 -9 s) -1 ,
d/ωo = 0.03. The parameters thus obtained were further used for the calcula-
tion of the anisotropic enhancement of the ACAR narrow component in quartz as
a function of B and p. The results of the calculations are represented in Fig. 1a.

The magnetic quenching parameter for "anomalous Ps" in naphthalene single
crystal can be obtained from that for "normal Ps" in noncubic inorganic crystal.
One should only change the quadrupole coupling parameters d and η in Eq. (10) by
components of the anisotropic part Dik (Dik = Dki, Σ i Dii = 0) of the hyperfine
tensor Aik = ωδik + Dik according to relations [16]

Correspondingly, one obtains for "anomalous Ps"
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Fig. 1. Anisotropic magnetic enhancement of the ACAR narrow component for zero
(1) and nonzero (2) initial polarization of positrons (p = 0.5): (a) in quartz single crystal
("normal' Ps); (b) in naphthalene single crystal ("anomalous" Ps) (φ = 0, see text).

Fig. 2. Anisotropic magnetic suppression of the long-lived component of the lifetime
spectrum in naphthalene single crystal ("anomalous" Ps) for zero (1) and nonzero (2)
initial polarization of positrons (p = 0.5, φ= 0).
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with

where D =-3(Dxx +Dyy)/2 andE = (Dxx -Dyy)/2 are the two independent hy-
perfine constants of the anisotropic hyperfine interaction tensor Dik in its principal
axes system [17].

An absolute value of the difference |ε(ν = 0, φ, p, B) — Ε(ν = π/2, φ, p, B)|
[see Eqs. (8), (12), (13)] is now maximal at φ = π/2 for D and E of the same
sign and at φ = 0 for D and E of the opposite signs. To estimate this difference
numerically the values of D = 3007 MHz and E =- 411 MHz were used of the
electron—electron anisotropic hyperfine constants in triplet naphtalene [17]. (Since
the anisotropic part Dik of the total hyperfine tensor Aik is of dipolar origin, it
is mostly determined by the magnitudes of the magnetic moments and by their
distance. The electron—positron anisotropic hyperfine constants should, therefore,
be similar to the electron—electron ones in triplet molecules of comparable size [2].)
The parameters α =λ s /γtt, α' = ω/ωo, and λpaccounting for an influence of
medium on "anomalous" Ps in naphthalene, were taken to be 0.25, 0.13, and
(1.03 x 10 -9 s) -1 , respectively [5] (see, however, [18]). These parameters were
used for the calculation of the anisotropic enhancement of the ACAR narrow
component in naphthalene as a function of an external magnetic field and positron
polarization. The results are shown in Fig. lb. Figure 2 represents the results
obtained for the anisotropic suppression of the long-lived component of the lifetime
spectrum of Ps in naphthalene.

4. Conclusion

As is seen from Figs. 1 and 2, an anisotropy of magnetic quenching of Ps
states in oriented crystals is a non-monotonous function of an external magnetic
field. At zero p this function is even with respect to magnetic field and tends
to zero for small and large B. At nonzero p an anisotropy ceases to be an even
function. In the case of ACAR (or Doppler broadening) experiments it grows more
rapidly with increasing B than that for p = O when positrons are polarized along
the magnetic field direction (right half-space in Fig. 1), and more slowly with
change of the sign when positrons are polarized opposite to the magnetic field
direction (left half-space in Fig. 1). In so doing the maximum of the anisotropy
in the right half-space (polarization along the field direction) increases and shifts
toward smaller fields. This should be taken into account in performing ACAR (or
Doppler broadening) experiments: experiments with polarized positrons allow one
to effectively increase the maximal anisotropy and, at the same time, to reduce a
magnetic field in which the anisotropy is maximal. If the anisotropy is registered
in lifetime experiments (Fig. 2), its magnetic field dependence is different from
that described above [compare Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)] though the anisotropic effect
increases at nonzero p as before.

The anisotropy of the magnetic quenching is significantly higher for "anoma-
lous" Ps in naphthalene than for "normal" Ps in quartz. This is quite understand-
able since delocalized Ps in crystalline quartz "feels" an averaged crystalline field
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which, because of averaging over the entire crystal, is essentially weaker than that
"felt" by the localized Ps complex in naphthalene. Correspondingly, the wave func-
tion of the Ps state in naphthalene is distorted by a crystal field stronger than that
in quartz, thereby resulting in the stronger magnetic quenching anisotropy of Ps
in naphthalene than in quartz. The small anisotropy of the Ps magnetic quenching
in crystalline quartz ( ≈≈1%) obtained in the present work is in contradiction with
that measured experimentally in [19] ( ≈30%). The disagreement, to our opinion,
is caused by neglect of high momentum Ps components and the anisotropy of the
electron density in quartz single crystal when performing the experiment in [19].
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